
April 2011 UPDATE

We are proud to welcome the following 
maritime security companies as members of SAMI:

www.seasecurity.org

Aspida is a provider of Security Solutions solely catering to the Shipping Market.  We 
offer straight forward, adaptable, high quality, cost efficient security solutions to vessels 
transiting high risk areas globally.  Our aim is to ensure that your crew, vessels and cargo 
reach their destinations safely. Headquartered in Greece, we offer a comprehensive range 
of solutions which range from Onboard Security Teams and Consultancy to Intelligence, 
Countermeasures and Private Escort Vessels according to the specific requirements of 
each mission. We are able to handle all maritime security requirements, from a single 
deployment of a security team on a yacht heading to the Maldives, to complex long term 
contracts involving the deployment of multiple assets in highly volatile areas.                                                                                                                   

                                                                                                       www.aspida.org

Black Pearl Maritime Security Management (BPMSM) is a privately owned security com-
pany set up in 2010, which provide an extensive range of maritime security and anti-piracy 
services providing bespoke solutions for both commercial and private vessels. BPMSM is 
registered to the British association of Private Security Provider’s ww.bapsc.org.uk and has 
signed the ICoC “signatory company agreement”. Black Pearl MSM teams have extensive 
experience operating in high risk land and maritime environments. The company mission 
is to provide our clients with elite and professional bespoke maritime security services that 
will protect their interests from piracy and terrorism. We accomplish this mission through: 
Exceptional Service, Professional Personnel, Maritime & Anti-Piracy Solutions, Professional 
Training.  Should however our client’s maritime security needs change we will remain flex-
ible and create anti-piracy solutions to meet their needs and combat the threat posed.

 www.blackpearl-msm.co.uk

Bancroft Maritime Security Solutions Limited (BMSS) was founded in November 2009 and 
was the idea of it’s founder, Captain David Bancroft MNM.  From his dealings with private 
security companies during his period as the Commander of UKMTO, it became obvious to 
him that there was a lack of understanding of the Merchant Marine Industry. BMSS is made 
up of “Seafarers”, rather than soldiers with little or no maritime experience. Three of it’s 
Senior Managers have served over 25 years each at sea; two with service in both the Royal 
Navy and Merchant Navy. The company has unrivalled knowledge in Anti Piracy counter 
measures and experience at both the tactical and strategic level. The Director of the 
company Commanded UKMTO from January 2007 to mid 2009 and started what has since 
become known as Best Management Practice as well as designed and implemented the 
Internationally Recognised Transit Corridor “IRTC” and helped implement the Group Transit 
idea - which is now widely used in the IRTC. BMSS gives Shipping Companies and other 
associated industries the ability to work with fellow seafarers who instinctively understand 
the mariners issues, risks and trading areas.                                                       

www.maritimesecuritysolutions.co.uk

Atlas is a cutting edge provider of specialist maritime security and training, operated by 
highly experienced ex-UK Armed Forces personnel. The company has a strict selection 
criteria and robust training programme that ensures only the most highly qualified and 
experienced individuals will deploy providing unsurpassed levels of security. ATLAS 
recognises our clients’ needs are unique, thus uses extensive bespoke pre-deployment 
security risk analysis to tailor individual solutions consistently. Our operations and response 
centre utilises the latest in communications and maritime technology and is manned 24:7 
to ensure our clients’ needs are met through immediate response and support. ATLAS have 
high ethical standards and are compliant with International law the ISPS code , UNCLOS and 
IMO to deliver the crew , the cargo and the vessel safely and on time with both armed and 
unarmed vessel security teams.

www.atlasinc.co.uk
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Diaplous Maritime Services provides the shipping industry with a wide range of efficient 
security solutions. Based on our operational experience and professional background, 
we offer realistic solutions to the needs of the customer. Our experts are ex-Navy officers 
and our security personnel mainly consists of ex-Navy special forces (Navy seals), long 
experienced, especially in maritime interdiction operations. The overall background enables 
the company to offer high quality services to its clients. 

www.diaplous-ms.com

Control Risks is the world’s leading international political, business and security risk 
consultancy, founded in 1975 with its head office in London (UK). It is a private limited 
company, majority-owned by its current and former employees. Control Risks employs 750 
employees worldwide, with a further 800 subcontractors.  Control Risks has worked in over 
130 countries for more than 5,300 clients, including 86 of the Fortune Top 100. We provide 
advice and services that enable companies, governments and international organisations 
to accelerate opportunities and manage strategic and operational risks.  Our clients range 
from major manufacturers, oil & gas companies, financial houses and developers to service 
industries, governments and non-governmental organisations (NGOs). Through 34 offices 
worldwide, we enable these clients to succeed in complex and hostile environments 
around the globe. 

www.control-risks.com

The Blue Mountain Group are security professionals, many from Special Forces 
backgrounds, sharing and utilising experiences gained from working in the varied arenas 
that we supply to. We consistently demonstrate a systematic understanding of our clients 
requirements and are proud of our ability to deliver cost effective and professional services 
aligned to many complex and diverse objectives. Our business is multi faceted and each 
division is specialised and focused on delivering unique quantifiable services which are 
customer driven and client focused our core areas are security services, maritime security, 
driver training and adventure, we also undertake many special projects on behalf of 
national and international clients. We are committed to the development of long term 
relationships whereby every client can measure our performance and results. It is this 
aligned to our broad mix of business skills and understanding of the varied market places 
our clients are involved in that allows us to deliver services that are aligned to not only 
the requirement but also to the cultural, ethical, commercial and personal strategies that 
our clients aspire to. We engage with our clients under a partnership, that allows the 
development of business and the achievement of objectives and goals. The Blue Mountain 
Group committed to achieving more tomorrow than we did today, it is who we are, it is 
where we come from and it is what we do. Blue Mountain, stretching the boundaries of 
expectations.

www.bluemountaingroup.co.uk

To counter the threat of piracy Galene Global Maritime Security offer a diverse range 
of bespoke security services to commercial vessels, private vessels (yachts and cruise 
ships) as well as oil & gas exploration vessels allowing you, our client, to fulfill your 
aims and objectives whilst Galene Global Maritime Security ensure peace of mind. Our 
experienced ex-Royal Marines and ex Special Forces personnel are experts in the design 
and implementation of Counter Piracy techniques, as well as leading and directing crew 
during real time counter piracy boarding in hostile areas including the Gulf of Aden and the 
Indian Ocean. As a result, our range of services includes but is not limited to: Provision of 
armed on-board security teams; Close protection services port side; Security assessments 
(including preparation of Security Plans); Crew training (both on and off ship); Anti-piracy 
'evasive tactics' training. Galene Global Maritime Security provide 24/7 Emergency and 
Incident Management support via our UK-based Operations Room

www.galeneglobalmaritime.com
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ISC Group Gulf was formed in 1999 to provide high-end security services to a specialized 
client base in Qatar. During the past twelve years, ISC has expanded its service capabilities 
and client base exponentially in response to client recommendations and expansions and 
their diverse needs. We provide security guarding & installation services of an international 
quality, to a wide range of business sectors. Our core competencies include uniformed 
security services, due diligence and investigations, personal & executive protection, security 
equipment installation, special event security, maritime security, disaster and emergency 
response, carriage of valuables and cash in transit. As one of the premier private security 
firms in the State of Qatar, ISC is committed to creating long term partnerships that result 
in mutually beneficial success and growth. Our customer-oriented approach to security 
has led to our recognition as a leader in the security services field throughout the Gulf and 
MENA region, particularly in the Maritime Security sector, through long term contracts 
with US and European clients. Because of  investment and focus in key areas important to 
our clients, we have an impressive record of client retention over the last five years, and an 
employee turnover rate significantly less than the industry average. 

www.iscgulf.com

IMSA Ltd is a high end specialist maritime security company with 3 areas of business: 
consultancy, operations and training.  The company exists to take the major part of the 
security load off the shoulders of owners and operators by providing survey, preparation, 
hardening, training, mentoring and advice to ships operating in piracy waters.  IMSA Ltd 
believes that effective maritime security is best provided by people who have spent years 
at sea and ashore in the shipping and ports industries and has recruited accordingly, mainly 
from the UK Royal Navy and Royal Marines.  The company also provides consultancy and 
management for projects ranging from new-build LNG plants to offshore operations in high 
risk areas, to the provision of interdictors to protect afloat assets. IMSA Ltd’s trainers teach 
ISPS Code Ship, Company and Port Facility Officer Security Courses, are accredited by the 
UK MCA and recognised by the Armed Forces’ Career Transition Partnership. The company, 
based in Poole operates worldwide, has the critical mass to deliver on projects of almost 
any scale, and is still small enough to be able to react personally and swiftly to a client’s 
needs.

www.imsaltd.com

www.seasecurity.org

G4S is the world’s largest security services company, with more than 600,000 staff in 120 
countries worldwide. Our work includes securing dozens of ports around the world and also 
providing consultancy services, risk assessment and on-board security officers for ships at 
risk of piracy and other criminal activity.

www.g4s.com

Gulf of Aden Group Transits Ltd (GoAGT) provides a comprehensive range of anti-piracy 
services to the Merchant Maritime Community. We have an outstanding record of 
providing protection to merchant vessels transiting high-risk areas under the threat of 
attack from piracy. Gulf of Aden Group Transits has extensive experience in the provision 
of armed teams and has achieved a 100% success rate on over 500 armed transits to 
date, through the Gulf of Aden, across the Indian Ocean and up into the Persian Gulf. Our 
specialist intelligence bureau provides invaluable information including reporting, tracking 
and forecasts to a range of sectors. Our Merchant Maritime Warfare Centre provides on 
board training to ship’s crews and vessel hardening strategies.Gulf of Aden Group Transits 
Ltd is committed to working alongside governments and the military to ensure security is 
restored to the world’s major shipping routes.

www.goagt.org



Marine Security International S.A. (MSI) was established in 2010 for the purpose of 
training, advising & protecting seafarers from the threat of piracy, armed robbery and 
illegal boarding of merchant vessels. The company is made up of dedicated ex-Navy Seals 
and ex-Coastguard Officers experienced in un-armed & armed piracy protection, crew 
training & security hardware. Strategically located in the Eastern Mediterranean basin, 
conveniently close to the port of Piraeus enabling 24/7 worldwide mobilization. The 
company has successfully accomplished over 40 missions in the Gulf of Aden and Indian 
Ocean transits without incident of hijacking.  Save for the well-publicized effective defense 
of a Greek-chartered bulker (M/V MATUMBA) by our embarked security team when the 
vessel was attacked by six skiffs within the IRTC. Also on one of our more recent transits, 
our team was successful in evading a pirate attempted attack on the M/V “MARINE STARS” 
This is a credit not only to the professionalism of our boarding personnel but also to the 
good cooperation with the vessel’s crews and shipping company. Our managers are people 
with vast military background and commercial experience which we believe assist us in 
fulfilling all requirements of our clients.

www.marinesecurityinternational.com
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Moran Security Group is an international group of companies offering a range 
of services in security, consulting, transportation and medical assistance. We 
employ top-draw military and civil experts with special training and hands-on 
experience in countries of the Middle East, Central Asia and Africa. We offer a 
knowledge-based, balanced approach to addressing problems of any sort that we 
receive from our Customers. We analyze and plan our activities in the interests 
of the Customer. This enables us to minimise risks and promptly respond to 
problems that the Customer comes across when operating in hot spots.  Our 
company renders the following services: Armed & unarmed security of the 
merchant vessels by our experts / Ship convoy (by our ships) with armed experts 
/ Installation of special-purpose equipment onboard ships in conditions of pirate 
acts / Project risk and vulnerability assessment / Consulting / Security audit / 
Crisis management / Location security and defence / Concealed / unconcealed 
convoy / Mine clearance / Protection of pipelines (gas, oil, water) / Assistance in 
hostage and cargo rescue / Concealed security implementation on behalf of the 
Customer. 

www.moran-group.org

Marinesec Ltd is a UK based security company, involved in providing a wide range of 
security solutions to the maritime shipping industry. We offer security consultancy and 
security audits of vessels and establishments. We offer training & drills for crews in how to 
deal with the piracy threat. We also offer a wide range of physical protection measures to 
ensure the safe passage of vessels and crews around the world. Our personnel are either 
former UK police officers or Royal Marines, so their training and background are second to 
none. We are also allied to a leading maritime industry surveying company, so we have a 
wider range of expertise to draw on should it be required. We are authorised agents for the 
‘SmartStop’ anti piracy system.

www.marinesec.com

Lochenian Security Services was founded in 2004 where it provided its services for the 
security of “Athens 2004” and has been providing security services of all sorts ever since.  
LSS focused on the Somali Piracy phenomenon and founded the Special Anti Piracy 
Unit – SAPU, as a response to the increasing piracy phenomenon. SAPU is made up of  
Greek Nationality - English speaking professionals, trained in the Greek Special Forces; 
Marines, Commandos, Paratroopers or Navy Seals, all of them experienced, disciplined 
and trustworthy. SAPU can operate armed or unarmed, always according to International 
Law and properly licensed from all parties involved at the Red Sea, Gulf of Aden, Arabian 
Sea and the Indian Ocean Region. The discreet or apparent presence of SAPU aims at the 
prevention of open conflicts or warding off pirates.

www.lss-sapu.com  
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Orchid Maritime limited is a market leader in anti-piracy and maritime security 
consultancy.  It provides a full range of armed and unarmed services for the protection 
of vessels in transit through high risk waters.Orchid teams are experienced UK Nationals 
and are equipped with modern weapon systems where required. We are able to 
operate from a number of ports in the Indian sub-continent, Africa, Gulf States and 
the Mediterranean. Orchid maritime delivers industry leading and accredited training 
schemes to the global maritime industry, including commercial shipping, super yachts 
and cruise ship operators. We provide a range of maritime training courses, normally 
held at our training centre in Poole, onboard vessels and in various locations dictated by 
clients.  All courses are accredited by the relevant governing bodies including Maritime 
and Coastguard Agency (MCA).

www.orchid-office.com

Oil Gas Maritime International is a Swiss based Security & Safety Company, operating 
around the globe. OGM International specializes in Security and Safety Services, 
providing actionable intelligence and practical solutions to major multinational clients, 
globally. Security, safety and confidentiality are a major worldwide issue and OGM 
International recognizes the need for a constant vigil in every business sector. Although 
OIL, GAS & Maritime is a specialist field of operations for OGMI’s international security 
team, it equally has the scope and competence to provide security to organizations 
operating in any business sector, globally. OGM International’s international experience 
and highly skilled and professional staff ensures effective solutions, actionable plans and 
value adding in especially the following markets: Oil & Gas, Marine, Mining & Mineral, 
Logistical Support.

www.ogminternational.com

Obelisk, International LLC is a licensed, insured and registered Veteran Owned Private 
Military Security Contractor (PMSC) headquartered in the Pacific Northwestern United 
States. The company's focus is international counter/anti-piracy Maritime Security, PSD, 
and anti-terrorism Force Protection. Obelisk is staffed with experienced, highly skilled 
and vetted professionals with alignment as operators, intelligence/counterintelligence, 
tech services, logistics and business/legal administration. Obelisk also leverages strategic 
alliances with reliable companies in order to serve client needs no matter the contract.

www.obelisk-international.com

As the world's oldest maritime security company, MUSC has an unparalleled depth of 
experience helping our clients mitigate their exposure to maritime risk. Operating since 
1974, our speciality lies in our ability to manage both high risk and complex projects. 
Recognised for our professionalism and reliability, our services provide a comprehensive 
response to the increasingly sophisticated threats to maritime security. Maritime 
and Underwater Security Consultants have international experience in a wide range 
of services including:  Anti-piracy services, Maritime intelligence analysis and threat 
assessment, ship and port security, ISPS compliance and training, unexploded ordnance 
disposal,high risk shore end, cable lay, pipeline security and marine environmental 
services. We have also recently introduced a comprehensive, and fully compliant, Armed 
MSLO service for our clients with special risks.   MUSC's industry leading service brings 
together some of the most qualified and experienced maritime security personnel in 
the world. Our client base includes government bodies, flag states,port authorities, 
insurers,ship operators and charterers well as oil & gas and telecommunications 
providers." 

www.mandusc.com
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Securewest International is internationally recognised as a market leader in the provision 
of maritime security solutions to the commercial, military, cruise and offshore sectors. 
With over 20 years experience in the industry, our comprehensive range of services 
include ship security and anti-piracy services, escort vessels for high risk transits, 
crisis management training and K&R, vessel tracking and Ship Security Alert System 
monitoring, security architecture, internationally accredited ISPS training and regulatory 
compliance programmes

www.securewest.com

Shore & Offshore Security Group is a Dutch based company, specializing in maritime 
security and ensuring safe passing through high risk areas for client’s vessels’, cargo and 
crew. Shore & Offshore Security Group provides training and drills for crews in how to 
deal with the piracy threat. We provide highly skilled experienced security teams with a 
background in the Special Forces to commercial shipping companies and luxury yachts. 
We also accommodate security to static marine and land based objects as well.  The 
security is based on the International Ship and Port facility Security code (ISPS code). 
Shore & Offshore Security is a signatory company of the International Code of Conduct 
for private security companies (ICoC) and the first Dutch company to become member 
of the Security Association for the Maritime Industry (SAMI).

www.shore-offshoresecurity.com

Salama Fikira Maritime is a specialist maritime risk management and ship protection 
provider based in Nairobi and Mauritius and staffed by professionals from a range of 
military (primarily Navy and Royal Marines), government, merchant marine and security 
backgrounds. For the past six years, Salama Fikira Maritime has operated in a number 
of high risk maritime environments, including the greater Indian Ocean Region and the 
Gulf of Guinea. As an East Africa based provider, Salama Fikira Maritime has been well 
placed to meet the security challenges posed by the emergence of large-scale Somali 
piracy. Drawing upon a unique network of regional contacts, in addition to long-standing 
and close relationships with the relevant naval and maritime reporting agencies, Salama 
Fikira Maritime is able to offer timely, relevant and considered insight into current 
maritime security challenges. Salama Fikira Maritime provides a fully integrated service, 
with operations and analytic support intrinsic to our protection services. A Nairobi 
based operations team provides 24/7 overwatch and intelligence support, including 
vessel tracking and reporting. We offer armed and unarmed teams, maritime security 
consultancy, anti-piracy training and canine search teams. We are also industry leaders 
in maritime crisis response and recovery services.

www.salamafikira.com

PVI was founded in 2008 in response to the increasing threat of piracy and Maritime 
Terrorism. For our clients it is a threat that must be dealt with in a cost-effective 
and efficient manner. It must be dealt with professionally and reliably, grounded by 
ethical standards and governed by defined rules of engagement which comply with 
International Law. Our Unique approach to armed Maritime Security has allowed us to 
become the World’s leading provider of embarked security and escort vessel security 
solutions. It is an approach founded on time-tested principles and supported by a 
substantial investment in high-quality personnel, responsive operations, company-
owned escort vessels and modern weapons and equipment.

www.pviltd.com
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The Trident Group is under the direction of experienced, former senior level Government 
Maritime Security Specialists. TG is founded by members of the National Maritime 
Emergency Response Teams. Therefore, we ensure all services and training offered, as 
well as equipment used, is and will be in compliance with Government standards. Trident 
Group provides unique training and assessments dedicated to the operational security 
and capability of Maritime assets. The Trident Group specialises in security consulting, 
Anti-Piracy Assistance Security Service (APASS©), force protection, counter Terrorism/
Emergency Response and training. In addition the company provides an innovative product, 
“DARAS”©: Direct Action Response Assessment Service (DARAS©) a pro-active security 
plan designed to provide facility/vessel recovery specialists and Maritime Emergency 
Responders (Government Agencies) with the most complete, pre-operation, planning 
information available. In addition Trident also offers physical security and access control 
assessments, security planning and policy development: and a new technology Research, 
Development, Testing, and Evaluation (RDT&E) facility. 

www.gotridentgroup.com

Triton International Ltd was established in the belief that every aspect of Governance 
or Business is subject to the effects of risk and the need for accurate information. Triton 
International provides solutions for this risk prone environment, an environment that so 
often inflicts considerably more damage to business than the traditional. We provide our 
clients with critical and timely intelligence and effective, practical measures to mitigate 
these vulnerabilities through the following services:Business Continuity, Intelligence and 
Investigation, Claims and Risk Management, Integrated Risk Control, Security Services, 
Training Services.  Triton International Ltd is the Partner of the Somaliland Government 
and represents them at UN and IMO delegate level. Working with the Government, Triton 
implements Training and Operational Development Programmes for the Somaliland 
Coastguard and Security Agencies in support of their Maritime Defence, Anti-Piracy and 
Counter-Terrorist programmes.

www.tritoninternationalltd.com

Established in 1991, Special Projects and Services Limited (SPS) have been providing 
maritime services globally, for the past 12 years. SPS Maritime Security services are 
specifically tailored to client requirements, adhering to current legislation, International 
Law and best practices. Our maritime services include: High Risk Transit Support (Counter 
Piracy), Security Consultancy and Project Management for New Builds, ISPS Security 
Assessments and Plans, 24/7 SSAS Monitoring and Responses, Client Security Services, 
MCA SSO and Crew Security Training, Country/Transit Risk Analysis Reports, Support 
Services; Dog Searches, Vetting, Medical.  All of our maritime consultants have undergone 
a strict vetting process and have been chosen for their individual attributes. They provide 
a professional approach without being overt or obtrusive in manner. SPS currently has the 
capability to provide high-level consultants for both unarmed and armed high-risk transits. 
Our armed teams can carry both long and short-range weapons. SPS’s aim is to ensure that 
you and your clients work and associated business is unimpeded by any outside threats. 
Risks associated to operating in high-risk regions can be mitigated by the provision of our 
professional security services.

www.sps-global.com

Spirit Security Services is a maritime secuirty company specialising in the provision of a 
highly competent and specialised service to our growing list of international clients. Our 
unique Maritime Marksman service offers a sophisticated security solution with minimal 
impact upon the daily operations of the vessel. Employing experience ex UK military 
personnel our compnay ethos is to maintain the highest professional standards. Our 
integrity and attention to detail are key components in the execution of a safe and smooth 
transit through some of the world's most dangerous waters.

www.spiritsecurityservices.com


